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suzuki gs550 history specs pictures cyclechaos May 25 2024 the suzuki gs550l was a in line four four
stroke classic motorcycle produced by suzuki between 1977 and 1981 it could reach a top speed of 110
mph 177 km h max torque was 36 88 ft lbs 50 0 nm 8000 rpm claimed horsepower was 66 51 hp 49 6
kw 10000 rpm
the suzuki gs550 motorcycle classics Apr 24 2024 suzuki gs550 years produced 1977 1978 1st
generation claimed power 49hp 9 000rpm top speed 111mph period test engine type 549cc ohc air
cooled inline four continue reading published on apr 21 2008 need help call 1 800 880 7567 suzuki
motorcycles membership price add to cart
suzuki gs550 model history Mar 23 2024 the gs550 was launched in japan in june 1977 as a new
member of the four stroek engined gs family it had a single disc brake at the front wheel a drum rear
brake wire wheels and a inline four engine with two valves per cylinder
suzuki gs550 motorcycle specifications Feb 22 2024 learn about the suzuki gs 550 a classic four
cylinder motorcycle from the 1970s find out its technical details performance features and variants as
well as reviews and opinions from riders and experts
suzuki gs550 cycle world august 1977 Jan 21 2024 meet the new suzuki gs550 little brother to the
super duper gs750 a lithe and hot blooded tiger that s our pick for best of breed 750 cc and a solid
contender for best of show 1977
suzuki gs classic vintage motorcycles for sale cycle trader Dec 20 2023 browse our extensive
inventory of new and used suzuki gs classic vintage from local suzuki dealers and private sellers
compare prices models trims options and specifications between different suzuki classic vintages on
cycle trader
suzuki gs 550 history specs and models gone outdoors Nov 19 2023 those first gs550 models were
powered by a 549 cc air cooled in line four cylinder engine and a six speed transmission the gs550
generated a reported 49 horsepower at 9 000 rpm and had a top speed of 111 mph with a wet weight
of 431 lbs the suzuki gs550 got between 42 and 45 mpg and had a suggested retail price of 1 745
gs for sale suzuki motorcycles cycle trader Oct 18 2023 browse our extensive inventory of new and
used suzuki gs motorcycles from local suzuki dealers and private sellers compare prices models trims
options and specifications between different suzuki motorcycles on cycle trader
suzuki gs550l model history Sep 17 2023 seat height 797 mm 31 4 in wheelbase 1 495 mm 58 9 in dry
weight 206 kg 460 lbs engine air cooled 549 cc inline 4 dohc 8 valves 49 hp 35 8 kw 9 000 rpm 42 nm
7 500 rpm 6 speed click on the image for larger format 1980 suzuki year code t
1977 suzuki gs 550 technical specifications ultimate specs Aug 16 2023 the suzuki gs 550 has 49 00 hp
35 8 kw 9000 rpm how fast is a suzuki gs 550 the suzuki gs 550 top speed is 184 0 km h 114 3 mph
how many gears does a suzuki gs 550 has
suzuki gs 550 l 1983 specifications pictures reviews Jul 15 2023 the 1983 suzuki gs 550 l is a classic and
reliable motorcycle that provides a smooth and powerful ride its 549cc engine delivers impressive
acceleration and top speed making it a great choice for experienced riders
suzuki gs550es cycle world september 1983 Jun 14 2023 this is suzuki s latest version of a 550cc sport
bike a replacement for the long lived original gs550 and a racetrack challenger to kawasaki s all
conquering gpz550 there are three versions
suzuki gs 550l motorcycles for sale smartcycleguide com May 13 2023 the gs550l is probably the most
reliable strongest in terms of longevity bike suzuki ever built mileages of 120 000 or more are
commonplace this one has only 26 082 miles
suzuki gs 550e 1978 1981 specs performance photos Apr 12 2023 the suzuki gs 550e is in the
mainstream of the 1970 s tradition this bike has four cylinder four carburetors dual overhead
camshafts disc brakes and cast wheels
suzuki gs500 wikipedia Mar 11 2023 the suzuki gs500 is an entry level motorcycle manufactured and
marketed by the suzuki motor corporation suzuki produced the gs500 and gs500e from 1989 on and
the fully faired model gs500f from 2004 on the gs500 is currently being produced and sold in south
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america
suzuki gs motorcycles for sale ebay Feb 10 2023 get the best deals on suzuki gs motorcycles when you
shop the largest online selection at ebay com free shipping on many items browse your favorite
brands affordable prices
suzuki gs series wikipedia Jan 09 2023 the suzuki gs series was suzuki motor corporation s first full
range of 4 stroke powered road motorcycles having previously almost exclusively manufactured 2
stroke machines
suzuki cycles 2023 gsx 8s Dec 08 2022 engineered from the ground up as an innovative path for
future suzuki sportbikes the gsx 8s is a brand new naked street fighter with a robust engine an agile
chassis a suite of rider aids plus stunning looks with a smart price that s a statement to your brilliance
suzuki gs400 cycle world june 1977 Nov 07 2022 though the engine is a 400 cc twin like most of its
competitors the gs is unique because of double overhead cams 180degree firing order and a counter
balancing system to help dampen vibration
suzuki gs400 history specs pictures cyclechaos Oct 06 2022 in 1976 suzuki had a great offer gs400
gs550 and gs750 all of them were similar as design and had two valves per cylinder double overhead
camshafts telescopic fork and elecric start the first generation of gs 400 had 34 horses and after a while
it was increased to 37 horses
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